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Gold Recovery from E-Waste by Food-Waste Amyloid Aerogels

Mohammad Peydayesh, Enrico Boschi, Felix Donat, and Raffaele Mezzenga*

Demand for gold recovery from e-waste grows steadily due to its pervasive use in the most diverse technical applications. Current methods of gold recovery are resource-intensive, necessitating the development of more efficient extraction materials. This study explores protein amyloid nanofibrils (AF) derived from whey, a dairy industry side-stream, as a novel adsorbent for gold recovery from e-waste. To do so, AF aerogels are prepared and assessed against gold adsorption capacity and selectivity over other metals present in waste electrical and electronic equipment (e-waste). The results demonstrate that AF aerogel has a remarkable gold adsorption capacity (166.7 mg g\textsuperscript{−1}) and selectivity, making it efficient and an adsorbent for gold recovery. Moreover, AF aerogels are efficient templates to convert gold ions into single crystalline flakes due to Au growth along the (111) plane. When used as templates to recover gold from e-waste solutions obtained by dissolving computer motherboards in suitable solvents, the process yields high-purity gold nuggets, constituted by \approx 90.8 wt% gold (21–22 carats), with trace amounts of other metals. Life cycle assessment and techno-economic analysis of the process finally consolidate the potential of protein nanofibril aerogels from food side-streams as an environmentally friendly and economically viable approach for gold recovery from e-waste.

1. Introduction

Gold has been at the center of society development for millennia, at first for its precious and inert metal features, and more recently in human history, for its technical applications in electronics,\cite{1} catalysis,\cite{2} aerospace,\cite{3} electroplating,\cite{4} nanotechnology,\cite{5} medicine,\cite{6} and biotechnology.\cite{7} It has excellent conductivity, ductility, reflectivity, biocompatibility, and stability.\cite{8} For instance, its excellent electrical conductivity makes it an integral component in the microelectronics industry; while, its catalytic prowess drives advancements in green chemistry and fuels innovations. As a non-renewable resource in high demand due to technological growth, recovering gold from waste sources such as municipal solid waste, e-waste, and industrial wastewater has become crucial, and in fact, an unavoidable strategy based on circular economy principles.\cite{8,9} E-waste is the fastest-growing global solid waste,\cite{10} with a production rate expected to reach 61.3 million tons in 2023.\cite{11} Gold is one of the most valuable components of e-waste, and its recovery can be highly profitable; yet, current adsorption methods using activated carbon are inefficient and resource-intensive,\cite{9,10} so that, the demand for more efficient materials to extract gold from e-waste has been on the continuous rise.\cite{12}

The outstanding capability of protein amyloid fibrils (AF) as an adsorbent for removing heavy metals from water has been reported only recently, but since then, extensively documented and investigated.\cite{13} AF are novel nanofibril materials with distinct properties such as a high surface-to-volume ratio and highly modular surface functionality.\cite{14} They are made of repetitive core sequences with diameters ranging from 5 to 10 nm and lengths
ranging from one to several micrometers. [15] AF are supramolecular polymers with a high concentration of β-sheet secondary structures held together by hydrogen bonds and van der Waals forces. [16] They have exceptional nanomechanical properties, stability, distinct chirality, polarity, and charge characteristics. [17] In recent years, AF have been investigated as scaffolds and building blocks for developing advanced materials for a multitude of applications. [14, 18] Interestingly, AF can also be produced from proteins extracted from food waste and industrial side streams. [19] Food industry byproducts contain various proteins, such as whey, keratin, and plant proteins, which can readily form AF under specific conditions, facilitating the circularity and integrating these compounds into a new line of applications. [20]

In this study, we show how whey, a major dairy industry side stream, can be valorized into AF aerogels for the selective recovery of gold from e-waste (Figure 1). In this win–win strategy, two major sources of waste, e-waste and food waste, are sustainably remediated, decreasing their environmental impacts and generating net value from circular economy principles.

1.1. AF Aerogel

To start, AF were prepared by denaturation and self-assembly of whey protein at acidic conditions and high temperatures. [21] (refer to the Experimental Section for details). The formation of a birefringent AF solution from whey was confirmed by a custom-made cross-polarizer device (Figure S1, Supporting Information). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the AF, shown in Figure S2. Supporting Information reveal the emergence of elongated, linear, and semi-flexible fibrillar structures, each exhibiting a varied range of contour lengths spanning several micrometers. The whey AF aerogels were produced by freeze-drying the 2 wt% aqueous dispersion of AF and cross-linkers (see Experimental Section for details). As observed in Figure 2a, the resulting AF aerogels were light (a density of 33.18 mg cm$^{-3}$ and a porosity of 97%) and featured excellent mechanical and water stability.

1.2. Metal Adsorption

The metal adsorption capacity of the ensued AF aerogels was assessed by measuring the concentration of the metals present in the solution before and after passive adsorption by the aerogel. The adsorption performance was calculated using Equations (1) and (2).

Figure 2b–d shows the aerogel performance in an equally distributed mixture of metals with known concentrations. As shown in Figure 2b, the gold concentration of the mixture decreased...
Figure 2. AF aerogels gold removing performance when used to treat a mixture of metals with approximately the same concentration. a) Photograph of a light AF aerogel on top of a flower. b) Concentration of the metals mixture before and after treatment with AF aerogel. c) Metals removal efficiency (%) of the AF aerogel in a mixture of metals with approximately the same concentration. d) Adsorption capacity of AF aerogel in a mixture of metals with approximately the same concentration. e) Fitted binding isotherms for gold (equilibrium concentrations vs initial concentrations). f) Gold adsorption capacity versus time at an initial concentration of 1000 ppm. g) The corresponding adsorption kinetics model fitting (pseudo-second-order). h) Effect of pH on gold adsorption by AF aerogel at an initial concentration of 1000 ppm (inset shows the electrophoretic mobility of AF at different pH values). (*) indicates zero values.
from 950 to 130 ppm after treatment with the AF aerogel. This suggests that the AF aerogel adsorbed 3320 µg of gold. Further, Figure 2b shows that the other concentrations changed only marginally, if at all, apart from gold. This can be further underlined by the characteristic parameters of the aerogel performance, shown in Figure 2c,d. As observed, the aerogels had a removal efficiency of 93.3% for gold and an adsorption capacity of 166.7 mg g⁻¹. In contrast, for Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn, Cr, Fe, and Mn, the removal efficiencies were 0%, 3.9%, 0%, 3.5%, 6.6%, 9%, and 1.9%, respectively (Figure 2e). The adsorption capacities for Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn, Cr, Fe, and Mn were 0, 2.3, 0, 0, 19.4, 10.3, and 0 mg g⁻¹, respectively (Figure 2d). These results—which, as it should be noted are acquired in conditions of passive adsorption from extremely highly concentrated heavy metal solutions—demonstrate the excellent selectivity of the AF aerogels for gold ions compared to other metal ions. The primary mechanism driving metal removal by AF aerogel involves supramolecular chemical chelation between various amino acids present on the AF surface and metals. This process entails the formation of multiple coordination bonds between protein organic molecules and a central metal atom, ultimately leading to the sequestration of the metal. Notably, amino acids such as cysteine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, and histidine emerge as the most favorable motifs for coordinating heavy metals. The previous observations showed a correlation between metal–protein chelation bond strength and the molecular weight of the metals. Heavier metals exhibit stronger bonds, which confirms the high affinity of AF aerogels toward gold. However, chelation alone does not account for the complete mechanism of pollutant removal by protein nanofibrils. Local electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions induced by the polyampholytes AF, along with hydrogen bonding, also play important roles in the binding process. Among the metals scrutinized in this study, gold only exists in an anionic form (AuCl₄⁻), which enhances its absorption on positively charged AF aerogels based on electrostatic interactions. Moreover, the effect of metals’ valency and their counterions on these interactions should not be overlooked. It is noteworthy that in adsorption events involving various metals, the kinetics of adsorption must be considered. In our investigation, gold demonstrated a faster adsorption rate by the aerogel, occupying all active sites. This efficient adsorption of gold hindered the effective adsorption of other heavy metals such as Pb and Ni by AF aerogels. A possible mechanism for the adsorption of gold ions onto the AF aerogel can be postulated based on previous work. In an acidic environment, AuCl₄⁻ was electrostatically adsorbed onto the protonated positive groups of the AF aerogel. Subsequently, amino acids such as Tryptophan, Histidine, Tyrosine, and Aspartic acid reduced Au³⁺ to metallic gold (Au⁰). Finally, the formed nanoparticles were rapidly stabilized via the development of Au–S bonds between Au⁰ and cysteine residues, owing to the robust coordination between gold and thiol groups.

To elucidate further on the adsorption of gold by AF aerogel, we studied the adsorption isotherm and kinetics and the effect of pH. First, we assessed the adsorption equilibrium, binding constant, and maximum adsorption capacities of gold on AF aerogels across a range of concentrations from 1 to 100 000 ppm (Figure 2e; Figure S3, Supporting Information). The isotherm, depicted in Figure 2e, using the Swilens and Motulsk approach, exhibited an L-curve pattern, underscoring that as the gold concentration increases, locating vacant binding sites becomes progressively challenging. The saturation limit and binding constant were determined as 54.64 mm and 118.32 m⁻¹, respectively. Notably, the maximum adsorption capacity of AF aerogels for gold increased from 0.12 mg g⁻¹ at an initial gold concentration of 1 ppm to an impressive 1887 mg g⁻¹ at an initial gold concentration of 100 000 ppm. At 1000 ppm, the gold adsorption capacity reached 190 mg g⁻¹, slightly surpassing the capacity in a mixed-metal environment with the same concentration.

Moving on to the kinetics of gold adsorption on AF aerogel, we tracked the reduction in gold concentration over various time intervals (Figure 2f). Within a mere 5 min of contact with AF aerogel, the gold concentration decreased by 77%, corresponding to an adsorption capacity of 143 mg g⁻¹, and reached a plateau after 30 min. This sudden decline implies a rapid mass transfer of gold ions and their prompt interaction with the binding sites of AF aerogels. Figure 2g demonstrates that this rapid adsorption process adheres to a pseudo-second-order reaction, indicating chemisorption as the primary mechanism of adsorption reactions.

Finally, we explored the effect of gold solution pH on adsorption capacity at an initial concentration of 1000 ppm and pH values of 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 12. As depicted in Figure 2h, an increase in pH led to a continuous decrease in adsorption capacity. AF possesses an isoelectric point around 5, rendering them positively charged at pH values below 5 and negatively charged at pH values above 5 (refer to the inset of Figure 2h). Elevating the pH results in a decrease in the electrophoretic mobility of AF, shifting toward negative values. These findings underscore the impact of electrostatic interactions in total binding events, where H⁺AuCl₄⁻ anions are adsorbed by the positively charged surface of AF aerogels in acidic conditions, leading to higher adsorption capacities. Nevertheless, the difference in adsorption capacities between pH 2 and pH 12 is only 15%, indicating that the adsorption phenomena are supramolecular events involving more than mere electrostatic interactions.

AF are not only able to remove gold ions efficiently but also can convert these ions into gold nanoparticles and elemental single crystalline flakes. Figure 3a shows the formation of gold nanoparticles (purple-colored parts) on the surface of the AF aerogel during the treatment of a low-concentrated gold solution (10 ppm). Moreover, when the concentration of the gold solution was increased to 1000 ppm, the AF aerogel not only adsorbed gold but also reduced it to its single crystalline form (Figure 3b). This was supported by the light microscopy images from the AF aerogel sample shown in Figure 3c. A distinct visual confirmation of the gold microplates formation on the interior surfaces of the AF aerogel is provided by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Figure 3d). As observed, the microplates maintained tri- and hexagonal shapes of various sizes, but always, with 120° angular symmetry. The observed variation in size and the nature of the produced gold (nanoparticles and nanosheets) can be ascribed to the intricate interplay of amino acids, which influence both the reduction and capping effects, along with the concentration of gold. Amino acids exhibiting slower reduction rates and stronger capping effects, characterized by attachment on two planes of particles and influencing crystal growth from the sides, were identified as promoting the 2D growth of gold crystals.
Figure 3. Gold nanoparticles and crystal formation using AF aerogels. a) Formation of gold nanoparticles on the surface of AF aerogel after adsorption of a 10 ppm gold metal mixture. b) Gold crystal formation on AF aerogel in a 4 mL glass vial containing the 1000 ppm metal mixture. c) Optical microscopy images taken from a sample of the AF aerogel shown in (b). d) SEM image of an AF aerogel loaded with newly formed gold crystals. e) XRD pattern of gold nanocrystals obtained by the adsorption and reduction of Au3+ by AF aerogel. f) AFM of gold hexagonal microplates formed by AF (the inset shows the height distribution along the profile line). g) The HAADF–STEM image. h) The color map of the EDS spectrum image of the particle in (g) shows the color overlay of Au-Lα and C-Kα signals. i) The BF STEM micrograph of an Au-platelet and the corresponding SAD pattern acquired from the particle in the electron diffraction mode. The SAD pattern reveals the [111] plane orientation of the particle platelet.

through a kinetically controlled synthesis pathway. For lower concentrations of gold ions, the reduction process tended to favor the formation of smaller entities, specifically gold nanoparticles. This prevailing behavior toward smaller structures was attributed to the limited concentration of gold ions available to support the formation of larger entities, or equivalently, an increased protein/ions ratio favoring heterogeneous nucleation over growth. The fine balance between nucleation and growth, in combination with the capping behavior of the AFs, led to the intriguing transformation of gold nanoparticles into gold nanosheets.

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was employed to validate the crystalline nature of the gold nanosheets formed on the AF aerogels (Figure 3e). The presence of four distinct peaks at 2θ angles of 38.2°, 44.4°, 64.6°, and 77.6° can be associated with the characteristic Bragg reflections corresponding to the (111), (200), (220), and (311) crystallographic planes of the face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice structure of elemental gold metal (Au°).
Figure 4. AF aerogel performance to treat and recover gold from e-waste solutions. a) Metal concentration before and after AF aerogel treatment. The concentration is plotted using a logarithmic scale to highlight the differences in composition among the various heavy metals. b) Removal efficiency of the AF aerogel (*values are zero). c) Photograph of the recovered gold nugget from e-waste. d) Metal composition of the recovered nugget obtained by ICP-OES (*values are below 0.025 wt%).

confirming the formation of crystalline gold nanoplates.[31] Using the Scherrer equation, the average crystallite size was determined to be 32 nm. Figure 3f shows a high magnification AFM image of gold single crystals microplates formed by the reduction in the presence of AF. The corresponding topographic height analysis shows that the polygonal single crystal appears perfectly flat and maintains a consistent height of ≈55 nm. Figure 3g–i presents the scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) analyses of the gold platelets, the formation of which was facilitated by AF. Figure 3g, the high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) image, clearly demonstrates the prominently polygonic morphology of the faceted particles found all over the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) samples. As the HAADF imaging is an atomic number sensitive mode, the high atomic number of Au is responsible for the bright against black background contrast in the micrograph. The elemental content of the particles was verified by the energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) STEM analyses employed in the drift-corrected Spectrum Imaging (SI) mode of EDS STEM. Figure 3h shows the color overlay of Au–L₂ and C–Kα signals of the particle in Figure 3g and confirms that the observed polygons of very regular shape are Au-platelets (purple) lying on the lacy amorphous carbon foil (cyan) of a TEM support grid. The Au-platelets are virtually 2D; and therefore, an enhanced Au–L₂ signal in the particle overlap regions. The bright field (BF) STEM micrograph in Figure 3i shows one of the particles and the corresponding selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern acquired in a TEM operation mode from the same particle. The SAD represents very thin flakes with the very characteristic feature of the platelets, the most prominent [111] out-of-plane crystallographic orientation of the platelets. These results are consistent with a 2D growth of the Au crystals propagating on the (111) plane, presumably promoted by the inhibition of growth on the [111] direction by the planar adsorption of amyloid fibrils on the 2D surface of the growing Au single crystal.[32]

1.3. Recovery of Gold from E-Waste

Having established the high Au adsorption capacity and selectivity of the AF aerogels, these were then used for gold recovery from a solution produced by dissolving the computer motherboards in aqua regia, as described in the Experimental Section. As illustrated in Figure S4, Supporting Information, the AF aerogel remained stable, retaining its shape and structure, even after being immersed in aqua regia. Notably, as AF are prepared in an HCl acidic solution with a pH of 2, their exposure to acidic conditions, such as aqua regia, caused no change in their fibrilar structures, and only mild aggregation was observed (Figure S5, Supporting Information). As shown in Figure 4, the concentration of gold in the solution before treatment with the AF was 1.44 ppm, much lower than other metals such as copper (2711 ppm) or iron (5033 ppm). Yet, the AF aerogels featured a remarkable adsorption capability even in these conditions, decreasing the gold content of the solution after treatment.
Figure 5. Techno–economic analysis and LCA of gold recovery from e-waste by AF aerogels. a) Summary of techno–economic analysis. Midpoint environmental impacts: b) climate change, c) freshwater eutrophication, and d) fossil depletion. Endpoint damage assessment results: e) human health, f) ecosystems, and g) resources.

to 0.48 ppm (Figure 4a). As observed in Figure 4b, this reduction in gold concentration was equal to a removal efficiency of 66.8%; while, the removal efficiency for copper (the second most adsorbed metal) was only 15.6%, indicating, once again, the high gold selectivity of AF aerogels. The variations in adsorbent removal efficiency between the solution of metals prepared by dissolving equal amounts of specific metal salts in water and the extracted metal solutions from e-waste, can be attributed to several factors. First, the dissimilarity in metal concentrations in the two solutions plays a crucial role. In the case of the synthetic mixture, metals are present in predetermined and uniform concentrations, whereas in e-waste solutions, the concentrations can vary significantly. In addition, differences in the ionic types, valences, and counterions of metals contribute to the observed variations in removal efficiency. The synthetic mixture involves metals in specific ionic forms, whereas e-waste solutions may contain metals with diverse ionic characteristics and valency states. Further, the counterions accompanying the metals in each solution differ, adding another layer of complexity. Last, the presence of other solutes in e-waste solutions has a notable impact on adsorption capacities. These additional substances, whether organic or inorganic, can compete with the target metals for adsorption sites, potentially hindering the overall effectiveness of the adsorption process.

As depicted in Figure 5a, after adsorbing the gold ions, the AF aerogels were subjected to thermal treatment, and eventually, a gold nugget was recovered from the process with a mass of 0.5 g. To ascertain the precise metal composition of the recovered nugget, ICP-OES was employed. Figure 5b presents each metal’s amount, that is, Au, Cu, Fe, Pb, Ni, Zn, Cr, and Mn, in the recovered nugget. The analysis revealed that the nugget predominantly contains gold (90.8 wt%), with copper and nickel contributing 10.9 wt% and 0.018 wt%, respectively. The remaining detected metals were found in trace amounts below.
0.025 wt%. These findings demonstrate the high purity of the retrieved gold nugget, corresponding to ≈21–22 carats.

To establish the economic viability of recovering gold from e-waste using AF aerogel and to underscore its potential for scalability, a simplified techno–economic assessment was conducted using the data inventory detailed in Table S1, Supporting Information. The result shown in Figure 5a reveals that the total cost associated with recovering 1 g of gold from e-waste using AF aerogel, encompassing both material and process expenses, amounts to 1.15 g of AF aerogel and activated carbon were needed, respectively, and was placed below the ecosystem damage of activated carbon. The main reason for the higher environmental impact of using activated carbon, using AF aerogel as an adsorbent for gold recovery processes. The LCA functional unit was the recovery of 1 g of gold from e-waste. The respective gold adsorption capacities of AF aerogel and activated carbon were 190 and 66 mg g⁻¹. Consequently, to achieve the LCA objective of recovering 1 g of gold from e-waste, 5.26 and 15.15 g of AF aerogel and activated carbon were needed, respectively. Comprehensive life cycle inventory (LCI) data for both adsorbents are presented and summarized in Table S2, Supporting Information. The LCA outcomes of the most pertinent midpoint impacts and endpoint damages are consolidated within Tables S3 and S4, Supporting Information; Figure 5b–g. As depicted in Figure 5b, the carbon footprint of using AF aerogel in gold recovery is approximately 87 g CO₂ equiv., whereas this quantity reaches 116 g CO₂ equiv., for activated carbon deployment. Compared to activated carbon, using AF aerogel as an adsorbent for gold recovery results in a 71% decrease in freshwater eutrophication and a 64% decrease in fossil depletion (Figure 5c,d). A more comprehensive assessment is extended to the three endpoint damages encompassing human health, ecosystems, and resources (Figure 5e–g). As observed in Figure 5e,g, AF aerogels consistently exhibit lower damage across human health and resources than activated carbon. The main reason for the higher environmental impact of using activated carbon compared to AF aerogel is its higher energy consumption during production (predominantly derived from non-renewable fossil sources), coupled with the greater amount of adsorbent requisite due to its lower adsorption capacity compared to AF aerogel. However, AF aerogels show more damage to ecosystems compared to activated carbon (Figure 5f). The LCA analysis reveals that most of this damage originates from using whey protein. One approach to mitigate and lower ecosystem damage is the transition from animal-based proteins to plant-based proteins. Indeed, our LCA analysis shows that by changing the protein type from whey to pea and potato proteins, the ecosystem damage decreased by 41% and 53%, respectively, and was placed below the ecosystem damage of activated carbon. Altogether, these results underscore the economic viability and environmental superiority of AF aerogels in the context of gold recovery from e-waste.

3. Experimental Section

Materials: Whey protein isolate was provided from Fonterra and directly used for AF preparation. Hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37%), Nitric acid (HNO₃, 65%), sodium borate, sodium hypophosphite (SHP), and 1,2,3,4 butanetetraacarboxylic acid (BTCA) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.

For the preparation of the standard metal solutions, the following metal salts were used: Pb(NO₃)₂, Cu(NO₃)₂, HAuCl₄, GdO₂, Ni(NO₃)₂, MnCl₂, FeCl₃, ZnCl₂. All metal salts were provided by Sigma Aldrich. A piece of Britta filter (around 100 mg) made from activated carbon from coconuts shells was used to compare gold adsorption performance.

The computer motherboards (ASUS PSKPL AM, HP, and DELL) were purchased from Ruoff-Informatik GmbH Pfannstiel 12A, 4624 Härkingen SO. They were prepared and disassembled using a wrench, flat-nose pliers, hammer, screwdrivers, and working gloves.

Methods: AF Preparation: To prepare AF, first, a 2 wt% whey solution was made using 10 g whey protein powder and 490 mL Milli-Q water. Then, the pH of the solution was adjusted to 2 using 1 M HCl solution. After that, the solution was incubated at 90 °C for 5 h (Figure S1, Supporting Information). Then, the protein solution was cooled down by quenching into an ice bath. Finally, the bottle was put into polarized light to check for birefringence and to determine if AF formed.

Aerogel Production: To produce the cross-linked AF aerogel, BTCA as the crosslinker and SHP as the catalyst were used (Figure S1, Supporting Information). BTCA was added at an AF to BTCA weight ratio of 1:0.2. SHP, on the other hand, was added at an SHP to BTCA weight ratio of 2:1.[21] Then, the homogenous mixture was poured into a 3 mL aluminum mold. The molds containing the mixture were stored at −20 °C and subsequently freeze-dried. The cross-linking was achieved by putting the as-prepared aerogels into an oven for 15 min at a temperature of 175 °C.

Pure Metal Adsorption: To systematically assess the removal performance of the aerogel for each heavy metal, a solution of nine metal ions (Au, Cu, Ni, Zn, Pb, Fe, Mn, and Cr) was produced. The concentration of the pure metal solutions was adjusted to 10 and 1000 ppm. To evaluate the adsorption performance, a piece of aerogel (around 100 mg) was added to 20 mL of heavy metals solution. After adding the aerogel, all vials were stored at room temperature for 24 h. All aerogel samples were analyzed in triplicates to determine the total metal content. To do so, an AA240FS fast sequential atomic absorption spectrometer (flame AAS) from Varian was used. Then, the adsorption capacity (q) and removal efficiency (R) were calculated by Equations (1) and (2), respectively, as follows:

\[ q \left( \text{mg g}^{-1} \right) = \frac{m_{\text{after}} \cdot \text{C}_{\text{before}} - m_{\text{after}} \cdot \text{C}_{\text{after}}}{m_{\text{sample}}} \cdot V \left( \text{L} \right) \]  

\[ R\% = \left( \frac{m_{\text{after}} \cdot \text{C}_{\text{before}} - m_{\text{after}} \cdot \text{C}_{\text{after}}}{m_{\text{sample}}} \right) \times 100 \]
where $C$ and $m$ stand for the concentration of metal ions and the mass of aerogel, respectively.

**Gold Adsorption Studies:** For binding isotherms, pure gold solutions ranging from 1 to 100 000 ppm were prepared. To investigate adsorption isotherms, these solutions were then exposed to a constant amount of aerogel for 24 h. To fit the binding isotherms, Equation (3) was employed. This equation assumes a single binding gold-ligand pair with a singular average binding constant.\[23\] In this approach, $P$ and $L$ represent the concentrations of bound gold and ligand, respectively. In addition, $[P_0]$ and $[L_0]$ denote the initial total concentrations of gold and ligand; while $k_2$ represents the binding constant.

\[
[P \times L] = \frac{1}{2} \left( [P_0] + [L_0] + \frac{1}{k_2} \right) - \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\left( [P_0] + [L_0] + \frac{1}{k_2} \right)^2 - 4[P_0][L_0]} \tag{3}
\]

The kinetic experiments were performed at a gold concentration of 1000 ppm. Pseudo-second order kinetic model\[34\] was applied to fit the experimental data of gold adsorption onto amyloid fibril aerogel:

\[
t = \frac{1}{q_t} + \frac{1}{q_e} x t
\]

where $t$, $k_2$, $q_t$, and $q_e$ are adsorption time (min), rate constant of second-order sorption (g/min mg), and gold uptake capacities at any time $t$ and at equilibrium (mg g\(^{-1}\)), respectively. The constants, $k_2$ and $q_e$, can be determined by plotting $t/q_t$ as a function of time.

To determine the effect of pH, aerogel was put in a gold solution with concentration of 1000 ppm, and then, the pH was adjusted to 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 12 using 1 M HCl and 1 M NaOH.

**Gold Recovery from E-Waste:** Figure S6, Supporting Information shows the steps for gold recovery from motherboards using AF aerogels. First, all plastic encasings were removed from the motherboard. In addition, all metal encasing from the ports, slots, and connections was pulled off. After that, all capacitors and inductors were detached. Then, the processor was removed, and the processor casing was disassembled. The CPU socket was taken out as well. All plastic and metal encasing, the capacitors, the inductors, and the processor encasing were trashed. After all removable parts were taken off, the remaining motherboard parts were smashed into pieces with a length of 50 mm and a width of 40 mm. The produced motherboard pieces were collected and put together with the CPU. Aquagold (molar ratio HCl: HNO\(_3\) = 3:1) was used to dissolve and extract the metals from the collected motherboard parts and the CPU. The ratio of the motherboard parts weight to aquagold volume was set to 0.815,\[19\] After the needed aquagold volume volume was known, it was prepared in a glass beaker to hold the respective volume. As soon as the aquagold was ready, the motherboard parts were added to the glass beaker. This extraction step was performed with the ventilation set to maximum as the reaction was very strong. After 24 h of reaction, the motherboard parts and the CPU were fully dissolved, and the resulting solution was filtered using a 0.45 μm filter paper. Eventually, the second filtration was performed using a 0.22 μm syringe membrane. To recover gold, first, a 1200 mL plastic beaker was filled with the filtrated solutions. Thereafter, 30 aerogels (mg each) were added. The beaker was placed on a magnetic stirrer and kept in a fume hood at room temperature for 24 h. Afterward, the aerogels were collected and dried at 60 °C for 24 h. The dried aerogels were then combusted in the air in a muffle furnace (Heraeus Instruments, Type M110) in two steps at 500 °C for 1 h, and then, at 1000 °C for 2 h. Next, the combustion product (ash and adsorbed metals) was mixed with sodium borate (borax) powder. The mixture of borax and ash was transferred into an alumina crucible and melted using an acetylene torch. The gold clump was retrieved from the crucible as soon as the crucible and the melted gold cooled down.
Information. Process data for AF aerogel were directly derived from the authors’ laboratory experiments; while, inventory data for all input materials and energy sources were obtained from the EcoInvent 3 database. Life cycle models were constructed using SimaPro v. 9.3.0.3. To assess the impact of the LCI, the ReCiPe midpoint and endpoint methods were employed to cover a broad spectrum of impact categories.
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